AccessData® Risk Toolkit
Enterprise-Wide Compliance and Risk Remediation

Be confident in your compliance—
identify, assess and eliminate risk.
The stakes have never been higher for information security, compliance and technology leaders,
who face growing compliance requirements and relentless threats to their data. Beyond a predicted
increase in scrutiny due to regulatory changes, now 67 percent of CCOs and 82 percent of directors
express concerns about personal liability.* To protect your organization—and yourself—from risk, and
to constrain your data, you need to respond to the compliance landscape with speed and agility.
Introducing AD RTK™
Get ahead of the challenges to effectively and efficiently manage risk across
the enterprise.
• Take unprecedented control of your data—easily find and remediate
potential data compliance threats.
• Gain visibility and deep insights across the enterprise—access any device
discreetly to search and destroy risks.
• Reduce risk and automate remediation—delete data, or gather images of data
for defensive evidence in an investigation, in a powerfully integrated solution with
limited data movement.

* IDG Survey, December 2016.

52% of companies
surveyed * named
compliance as their
top weekly conducted
investigation.

An Integrated Compliance Solution
AD RTK empowers you to conduct investigations and
remediate risk with complete endpoint visibility in an
integrated database solution. Protect evidence and keep
chain of custody when you process, review and produce
relevant information, all from a single system.

Protect Your Most Valuable Data
While you need a solution to stop a malware attack, most
cybersecurity offerings today do not go beyond prevention
to protect the specific data and files that are most
meaningful to businesses, such as sensitive customer data
or intellectual property. AD RTK enables you to respond
swiftly and effectively to protect your organization’s most
important data across the enterprise.
• Identify and locate data using the proven, advanced
search capabilities in AD RTK to search by file type, key
words, hash values, metadata and more.

• Inventory the software applications installed on your
organization’s computers.
• Conduct discreet investigations and forensically
copy or collect suspect data, without detection or
interruption to work.
• Delete non-compliant data or eliminate unapproved
processes to help assess, control and remediate risk and
enable policy enforcement across the enterprise.
• Report and share findings on responsive files or emails
across IT, information security, legal, compliance and
audit teams to ensure collaboration and keep critical
business stakeholders up to speed.

To learn more, visit
http://www.accessdata.com/risktoolkit

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your
hands. For 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations and
law firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower faster
results, better insights, and more connectivity. For more information, visit www.accessdata.com
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